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Abstract
A slight modi(cation of our old de(nition of relative Shannon capacity of a graph with respect
to another one is shown to be relevant to the Ne,set,ril–Pultr dimension of graphs. We give an
upper bound for relative capacity in terms of graph entropy. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The study of the zero-probability-of-error capacity of the simplest mathematical
model of communication channels has led Shannon [19] to the notion of capacity
of graphs. Following in the footsteps of Shannon in considering the zero-error capac-
ity for more complex channel models, Cohen et al. [3] have introduced the capacity
of a family of graphs and the two latter authors began to study a notion of capacity
for directed graphs in [12]. This led to the concept of Sperner capacity of (a family
of) directed graphs in [6,7]. Rather than being a game of formal generalizations, the
framework created in these papers has led, among other things, to the full solution of
a long-standing open problem of R=enyi’s [18] (cf. also [17]). In fact, in [7] (cf. also
[6]) the exact exponential asymptotics of the maximum number of pairwise qualita-
tively independent k-partitions of an n-set has been determined for every (xed k: The
key to this result was the recognition that the asymptotic exponent of the said number
of partitions can be interpreted as the Sperner capacity of a rather simple family of
graphs. This result led in turn to a signi(cant improvement in the upper bounds for the
Ne,set,ril–Pultr dimension of Kneser graphs [11], a problem posed by Poljak et al. [17].
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All this seems to indicate that there must be a connection between the concepts of
graph dimension and capacity. Our aim is to oKer a formal bridge between the two by
way of reproposing, in a slightly modi(ed form, our old concept of relative Shannon
capacity of a graph with respect to another one [10].
2. Relative capacity of graphs
A (nite graph G is a pair of (nite sets [V (G); E(G)] where E(G) is a subset of all
the unordered pairs of (not necessarily distinct) elements of V (G): The two members
of a pair are then the two endpoints of the edge. In case they coincide, the edge is
called a loop. A subgraph K of G is called a clique if
(V (K)
2
)⊆E(K) and the largest
number of vertices inducing a clique, denoted by !(G) is called the clique number of
the graph G. For two arbitrary graphs F and G, the co-normal product F × G is a
graph with vertex set
V (F × G)=V (F)× V (G)
and edge set
E(F × G)= {(f; g); (f′; g′)}; (f;f′) ∈ E(F) and=or (g; g′) ∈ E(G)}:
The nth co-normal power of G is then de(ned (cf. [1] for this terminology) as
Gn=Gn−1 × G. With this terminology, the (logarithmic) Shannon capacity of G is
de(ned, following Shannon [19] as
C(G)= log sup
n
n
√
!(Gn): (1)
(Here and in the sequel, logarithms and exponentials are to the base 2. In particular,
when it is convenient, we use the notation exp(t) for the function 2t .)
An independent set of G is an induced edge-free subgraph. The independence number
(G) is the maximum cardinality of any independent set of G. The chromatic number
(G) is the minimum number of independent sets needed to cover the vertex set of G.
Shannon has observed that the equality !(G)= (G) implies C(G)= log!(G). This
allows to determine the capacity of many graphs. The smallest graph the capacity of
which cannot be determined in this way is the pentagon C5. Shannon [19] observed that
log
√
(5)6C(G)6log 52 . Many years later Lov=asz [13] proved that the lower bound is
tight. Despite this major achievement, we do not seem to be much closer to a solution
of Shannon’s problem.
Given two arbitrary graphs K and L we shall say that K6L if L contains an induced
subgraph K ′ such that K ′ is isomorphic to K . It might happen that although L itself
contains no isomorphic copy of K , yet large enough powers Kn of K do. In this optics,
the Shannon capacity measures the capability of the powers of G to mimick those of
the complete graph K2. Hence the following de(nition seems natural.
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Denition 1. For two arbitrary graphs F and G we de(ne
R(G|F)= sup
{
k
l
; Fk6Gl
}
:
We call R(G|F) the relative Shannon capacity of graph G with respect to graph F .
A graph G is called complete multi-partite if it has a coloring for which all the
vertices belonging to diKerent color classes are adjacent. Such a graph is sometimes
called a Tur=an graph in the broad sense.
We will need the following simple observation of Galluccio, Gargano, K$orner and
Simonyi contained in the proof of Proposition 3 in [5].
Lemma GGKS: If the (not necessarily simple) graph G is neither complete multi-
partite nor edge-free (the latter condition meaning that E(G) = ∅) then for every <-
nite graph F there is an integer l0 = l0(F) such that for every l¿l0 the l’th co-normal
power Gl of G has an induced subgraph isomorphic to F .
This implies that if G is neither edge-free nor complete multi-partite, then R(G|F)
is always well de(ned and (nite.
The following obvious lemma explains how our problem generalizes Shannon’s
classical capacity problem.
Lemma 1. If F is the complete graph on f vertices then for an arbitrary non-empty
graph G we have
C(G)
logf
=R(G|F):
In particular; if F is the complete graph on 2 points; then
C(G)=R(G|F):
Proof: Let us prove (rst that
C(G)
logf
¿R(G|F):
To this end, choose any integers k and l for which Fk6Gl. Then
C(G)¿
1
l
log!(Gl)¿
1
l
log |Fk |= k
l
logf
giving the desired result.
To prove the inequality in the opposite direction, recall the well-known fact that
C(G)= lim
l→∞
1
l
log!(Gl):
Let k(l) be the largest k for which Fk6Gl. We have
!(Gl)¡ |Fk(l)+1|=fk(l)+1;
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whence
1
l
log!(Gl)6
k(l)
l
logf +
1
l
logf6R(G|F) logf + 1
l
logf;
whence the statement follows by passing to the limit in l.
The above implies that computing the relative capacity of graphs is a formidable
task. Nevertheless, it seems to be interesting to (nd classes of graphs for which our
problem is solvable. It is to be hoped that this way we shall gain some insight into
the general case. Let us start with some notions and elementary results we shall need.
The remaining notions are information-theoretic. The treatment will be self-contained,
but the reader is referred to the book [4] for background material.
Given a (nite set X and a probability distribution (p.d.) on its elements, i.e., the
non-negative numbers P(x) such that
∑
x∈X P(x)= 1; we set
H (P)=−
∑
x∈X
P(x) logP(x):
The quantity H (P) is the entropy of the p.d. P. Given a random variable (r.v.) X ,
its entropy is the entropy H (PX ) of its p.d. PX . Then H (X; Y ) is a shorthand for
H ((X; Y )), the entropy of the random variable (X; Y ); which is the entropy of the joint
distribution of the pair of variables (X; Y ). The mutual information I(X ∧ Y ) of two
arbitrary r.v.’s X and Y is I(X ∧ Y )=H (X ) +H (Y )−H (X; Y ). Let Y(G) denote the
family of all the maximal independent sets of the graph G. Then, for an arbitrary p.d.
P on the vertex set V (G) of G, we set
H (G; P)=min{I(X ∧ Y ); PX =P; X ∈ Y ∈ Y(G)};
where the minimum is taken over all pairs of r.v.’s (X; Y ) such that PX =P, Y takes its
values in Y(G); and the random vertex X is contained in the random independent set
Y . We call H (G; P) the entropy of the (probabilistic) graph (G; P). This concept was
introduced by K$orner [9]. For its applications in combinatorics and computer science
we refer to the survey article of Simonyi [20]. The relevance of these quantities to our
present topic is easily understood from some preliminary results which we will quote
from [4,9] without proof.
For a (xed set X, an integer n¿ 0 and a probability distribution P on X, let TnP
denote the possibly empty set of all sequences x= x1x2 : : : xn ∈ Xn for which
|{i; xi = a; x= x1x2 : : : xn}|= nP(a) for every a ∈ V:
Further, let GnP denote the graph the set T
n
P induces in G
n. Clearly, TnP is empty
for every n unless all the probabilities of P are rational numbers. If x∈TnP then the
distribution P is called the type of the sequence x and the sequence x is called a
sequence of type P.
We shall call a distribution rational if all its probabilities are rational numbers. Let
k = k(P) be the smallest natural number for which all the numbers kP(x), x∈X are
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integers. It is well known (cf. Lemma 1:2:3 in [4]) that
lim
n→∞
1
kn
log |TknP |=H (P): (2)
Likewise, it is not hard to see (and it is implicit in [9]) that under the previous
conditions for any simple graph with vertex set V (G)=X one has
lim
n→∞
1
kn
log (GknP )=H (G; P): (3)
Relation (3) could be used to give an alternative de(nition of graph entropy. It de(nes
the entropy of a graph for rational distributions whence the general case would follow
by continuity.
We begin with a purely technical lemma needed in the sequel.
Lemma 2. Fix a graph F . For every ¿ 0; there exists an integer k0 such that for
every k¿k0 and for every type P of sequences in [V (F)]k ;∣∣∣∣1k log (FkP)− H (P) + H (F; P)
∣∣∣∣¡: (4)
Moreover; for k¿k0 and any set A⊆TkP satisfying
1
k
log |A|¿H (P)− 
for the graph FkA induced by A in F
k; we have∣∣∣∣1k log (FkA)− H (F; P)
∣∣∣∣¡ 2: (5)
Proof: This lemma is proved, although not stated explicitly, in [9]. For the sake of
completeness, we include it in a streamlined version. Let ¿ 0 be (xed, let P be a
p.d. on V =V (F) and let Y=Y(F) denote the collection of maximal independent
sets of F . Every maximal independent set y of Fk is the product of some maximal
independent sets y1; y2; : : : ; yk uniquely determined by y so that y can be identi(ed with
the sequence y=(y1; y2; : : : ; yk)∈Yk . Let y∈Yk be an arbitrary maximal independent
set in Fk . We claim that
| y ∩TkP |6exp[k max{H (X |Y ); PX =P; X ∈ Y ∈ Y}+ ] (6)
for k¿k0(), where the above maximum is understood as the minimum in the de(nition
of the entropy of a graph. Further, H (X |Y )=H (X; Y )−H (Y ) is the conditional entropy
of the r.v. X given Y . To verify the last inequality, notice that y ∩TkP is the disjoint
union of the sets
A(y; Q)= {x; Pxy(x; y)=Q(x; y); x ∈ V; y ∈ Y}
as Q ranges over all possible types of pairs of sequences from V k × Yk such that∑
y Q(x; y)=P(x) and
∑
x Q(x; y)=Py(y).
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It is easily seen (cf. [4, Lemma 2:5, p. 31]) that
|A( y; Q)|6exp(kH (X |Y ));
provided that PXY =Q. Since the number of possible types Q in V k ×Yk is at most
(k + 1)|V ||Y|, the previous inequality implies (6).
As I(X ∧Y )=H (X )−H (X |Y ); the de(nition of the chromatic number and relation
(4) implies
1
k
log (FkA)¿H (F; P)− 2
for k¿k0() and any set A⊆TkP such that
|A|¿exp[k(H (P)− )]:
The bound
1
k
log (FkA)6H (F; P) +  for k¿k0()
can be proved by a straightforward random selection argument; if H (F; P) is achieved
by the pair of r.v.’s (X; Y ), then selecting exp[k(H (F; P)+ )] independent sets accord-
ing to the distribution PkY will result, with probability almost 1 in a total cover of T
k
P .
Finally, the inequality
1
k
log (Fk(P))¿H (P)− H (F; P)− 2; for k¿k0()
follows at once from the preceding inequality and (2).
Now we are ready to prove our main result
Theorem 1. Let F be an arbitrary <nite graph and let G be neither edgeless nor
complete multi-partite. Then
R(G|F)6min
P
max
Q
min
{
H (Q)
H (P)
;
H (G;Q)
H (F; P)
}
;
where P ranges over all distributions on V (F) and Q over all distributions on V (G).
Proof: We can apply Lemma 2 to the graphs F and G. Fix an ¿ 0 and choose
k0 = k0() so as to ensure
k[H (F; P)− 2]6 log (FkA) (7)
for k¿k0 and any A⊆TkP satisfying |A|¿exp[k(H (P) − )]. Then choose l0 = l0()
so as to give
log (GlQ)6l[H (G;Q) + 2] for l¿l0: (8)
Assume k¿k0. By Lemma GGKS there exists an l¿l0 for which Fk6Gl. Then
we can (nd an injection # : [V (F)]k → [V (G)l] mapping edges (non-edges) of Fk
into edges (non-edges) of Gl. Let P be a type of sequences in [V (F)]k . Obviously,
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#(TkP )⊆
⋃
Q T
l
Q ; with Q ranging over the types of sequences in [V (G)]
l; with a slight
abuse of notation we denote by TkP the set of sequences of type P in [V (F)]
k , while
TlQ denotes the set of sequences of type Q in [V (G)]
l.
Since the number of possible types Q is less than (l + 1)|V (G)|; for k¿k1() there
exists a type Q in [V (G)]l and a set A⊆TkP such that
|A|¿exp[k(H (P)− )] and FkA6GlQ:
Hence,
(FkA)6(G
l
Q) (9)
and
k(H (P)− )6log |A|6log |TlQ |6l(H (Q) + ):
Inequalities (7)–(9) imply
k[H (F; P)− 2]6l[H (G;Q) + 2]:
This, together with the previous inequality means that for every ¿ 0 and every
p.d. P on V (F)
k
l
6max
Q
min
{
H (Q) + 
H (P)−  ;
H (G;Q) + 2
H (G; P)− 2
}
;
whenever k¿max(k0(); k1()) and l¿l0().
3. Dimension and relative capacity
Let G be an arbitrary simple graph. Ne,set,ril and Pultr [15,16] have introduced the
following concept of dimension.
Denition 2. A function f :V (G) → Nt is called a Ne,set,ril–Pultr representation
of G if
{a; b} ∈ E(G) if and only if dH(f(a); f(b))= t;
where dH(x; y) is the Hamming distance of the sequences x ∈ Nt ; y ∈ Nt . (Thus two
vertices are adjacent if and only if their f-images diKer in every coordinate.)
The smallest integer t for which G has a Ne,set,ril–Pultr-representation is called its
Ne,set,ril–Pultr dimension (or Prague dimension) and will be denoted as dim(G).
The Prague dimension of simple graphs, especially of Kneser graphs has been studied
quite intensively. Its determination seems hard in most cases. It is fascinating and
puzzling at (rst glance that the techniques used to determine (or at least estimate) the
Shannon capacity of graphs can give the best-known results also in determining or
estimating the Prague dimension of graphs. We have already mentioned the important
role of systems of qualitatively independent partitions in this respect. Another case
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in point is the use of linear algebra as in Haemers’ bound [8,2] in upper bounds
for graph capacities, and in the Lov=asz–Ne,set,ril–Pultr bound for the dimension of the
vertex-disjoint union of K2’s in [14]. It is therefore pleasant to be able to say that
there is a natural common framework in which we can set all these problems. This
framework is oKered by relative capacities.
Consider the in(nite graph & having vertex set V (&)= N and edge set E(&)= {(x; x);
x ∈ N}. In other words, & is an all-loop graph with an in(nite vertex set. Given an
arbitrary graph F and an integer r ¿ 0, we de(ne rs(&|F)=min{t; Fs6&t}.
Then
Proposition 1. For every graph F we have
R(&|F)= sup
s
s
rs(&|F) :
On the other hand; for the complement PF of the graph F we obtain
dim( PF)= r1(&|F):
It follows that
dim( PF)R(&|F)¿1:
Proof: All these statements follow from the respective de(nitions.
We will not dwell on the consequences of this last elementary observation. We
hope, however, that it will help bring together people working on the two problem
areas involved.
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